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COMMENTATIONES MATHEMATICAE UNIVERSITATIS CAROLINAE 
29,3 ( 1 9 8 8 ) 
STABILITY OF EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF 
VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
J a r o s l a v RESLER 
Abstract: There is studied the dependence of eigenvectors and eigenva-
lues of va r i a t iona l inequalities on continuous deformations of the cone. The 
lower semicontinuity of eigenvalues for general continuous deformations and 
continuity fo r continuous i n ve r t i b l e deformations is proved. fc 
Key words: Va r ia t ional inequalities, eigenvalues, eigenvectors, sup min 
p r i n c i p l e . 
Classification: 49G05, 35J85, 35P30 
0. Introduction. We shall study a va r i a t iona l inequality 
ueKnS 
(A'K) ( ^ u - A u , v - u ) £ 0 V v € K , 
where K is a closed convex cone with vertex in the o r i g in of a real separable 
Hi lber t space H and A is a l inea r , completely continuous, symmetric and posi-
tive operator on H. We denote by ( • , • • ) and II • I the scalar product and the 
norm in H, respectively, and S= -CueH; Hull =l}. A real number ^ is called an 
eigenvalue (and u the corresponding eigenvector) of the inequality (A,K) if 
there exists u satisfying (A,K) . 
It is well known ( s e e t 7 l ) that the inequality (A,K) has at least one but 
need not have more than one eigenvalue (<i, which can be found as follows: 
(2 ) fA*= max (Au,u) 
1 u*KnS 
Thus its dependence on the deformations of K can be studied d i r e c t l y . 
The existence of the higher eigenvalues of (A,K) can be proved (under ad-
ditional assumptions on A and K) by d i f fe rent methods (see [13,t2l,[3l,14], 
l . , 5 l , [ 6 ] , [ 7 j ) . We have chosen the va r i a t i ona l method due to E. Miersemann ([3J, 
t 4 l , t 5 3 ) and we shall restrict ourselves to the existence and continuous de-
pendence of the eigenvalues found by this approach. Thus Section 1 is devo-
ted to the b r i e f descr ipt ion of the sup min p r i nc ip le used for the definition 
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of the k-th eigenvalue. 
In Section 2,the concept of deformation of the cone K is introduced and 
there are proved theorems on lower semicontinuity and continuity of eigenva-
lues. 
In Section 3 we deal with the behaviour of sets of eigenvectors corres-
ponding to eigenvalues on deformed cones. These results are valid under more 
gneral conditions than in Section 2. 
I am indebted to Jana Stara* for many valuable advices during my work on 
the subject. 
1. The sufficient conditions for the existence of h i g h e r eigenvalues. 
An abstract condition for the existence of higher eigenvalues is given in The-
orem 1. Some assumptions on the cone and the operator A which guarantee that 
this abstract condition is satisfied, are given in Theorems 2 and 3. 
Denote •! &.V , the eigenvalues of A (numbered according to their magni-
tude X+ 35 A 2 » •••-»0) and {u.$*f, the corresponding eigenvectors. Let L. be 
the span of the first k eigenvectors of the operator A and 7*1. =4' Fc Kr\S; F 
is compact, F is not contractible within H-L^} . The class 1H. may be empty; 
if it is not the case put 
(3) c. = sup min (Au,u). 
K FtTrt̂  u*F 
Theorem 1 (see 143). Let 7R. contain a set F such that 
(4) min (Au,u) 5fc. ,+ % 
u8Fo
 k+1 
for a positive constant in . 
Then c^ is an eigenvalue of the variational inequality (A,K). 
Remark. Clearly, c i<>^i< + i« I*> moreover, 
Ker(AkI-A)<£ K, 
then c. < : A k « Thus the eigenvalue c. of (A,K) is not an eigenvalue of the ope-
rator A. 
The next two theorems give conditions guaranteeing that the assumption 
of Theorem 1 holds. 
Theorem 2 (see 151). Let there exist a closed linear subspace H of the 
rv +* /W st 
space H so that H C K c H . Let P:H —-> H be the orthogonal projection onto H. 
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m* fi ^rs* 
Denote & ! • £ . . . £ & £ . . . £ 0 the eigenvalues of the operator A=PA/*H. Let 
_> l n 
Л k ^ A k + Г 
Then c. is an eigenvalue of (A,K). 
Theorem 3 (see £6 ] ) . Denote B. = -tu6L.;|ul|#l| 
V k =<vcL{ ; ;u+vcK V u é B ^ . 
Let there exist vn£V. so that 
Then c. is an eigenvalue of (A,K). 
2. The stability of the eigenvalues. The concepts of the deformation or 
of the i n v e r t i b l e f-deformation are introduced in Definitions 1, 2 and some 
examples are given. The lower semicontinuity or continuity dependence of. the 
eigenvalue on the deformation or on the inve r t ib le f -deformation of the cone 
K are proved in Theorems 4, 5, respectively. 
Definition 1. Let <fQ> 0 and T: < 0, <fQ> x Kn S — • S be such that 
1 ) TQ(u)=u V u c K H S 
2) T i s a continuous mapping 
3) K^ = <{ tT*» ( u ) ; t £ 0 , u c K n S ^ i s a convex closed cone for every 
<fs<o(,r0> 
Then T is called the (admissib le) deformation of the cone K. 
Example 1. Let oC,a,b>0 be such that 0< a- ec , a<b, b+ctf <1. Denote 
1 o 
by W ' « 0 , 1 > ) the Sobolev space of absolutely continuous functions with squ-
are integrab le derivatives and by K a cone in W , 2 « 0 , 1 > ) which does not de-
pend on the set M= < a-t* ,b+o<e>(i.e. if two functions u,vg W 1 , 2«0,1» coinci-
de on<0,l>-M, then ufc1< iff v*1<). (K can be given as a set of functions 
satisfying some un i l a t e ra l or b i l a t e r a l boundary cond i t ions . ) Define: 
K^-^uctfjuWSO Vxe<**S ,b+cf> 
fo r (fft<0, f > . 
Then there exists <fo*C0, f > and a deformation T:<0, <f0>x K n S — > S 
transforming the cone K onto the cone Kj» for every ^ 6 < 0 , cf > . 
Remark. The mapping T from Example 1 can be defined as follows: 
T , w x u ( x - c f q > ( x ) )  
V ( u ) ( x ) " Hu(x-^9><x>rK • 
W 1 » 2 « 0 , 1 » 
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where qo is a continuous differentiable function on<0, l> such that 
< y / < a - ^ , b + ^ > a i l , 9 / A < 0 , l > - ( a - o O ,b+oc)-srO, y ( x ) e < 0 , l > for every 
x c < 0 , l > . 
In an analogous way the deformation can be defined for the cones: 
Kcj-=4uc'i<;u'(x)£0 a . e . on<a+cT ,b+cf>J 
or (for a measurable set Mc <a,b>) 
K^-Cufe!?; / M u(x+<f )dx2*0f, 
etc. 
Denote 1flk̂ «= «f Fc K^n S;F compact, F is not contractible within H-L.J. 
If tfl. * is not empty, we define: 
c\,j ~ SUP m-n (Au,u). 
"* F.^,uiF 
Denote P k : H — * L the orthogonal projection of the space H onto L,. 
Lemma 1 (see [43). Let ̂ ,> ̂ k + 1 • Then the inequality 
„o . (Au,u)- a. . 
(6) 'V» * a a 
1" k+1 
holds for every ugS. 
Theorem 4. Let H, A, K, k satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1. Suppose 
efo>0 and T:<0,d^o> x K n S — > S be a deformation . 
Then there exists d\€(0,d* "> such that for every d s (OjcT^ ck ,-
is an eigenvalue of the inequality (A,K^*) and, moreover, 
V B >oj3 i€(o,cr1> V<Tc (0,?>:ck<rJck - s 
holds. 
Proof. Let S,> 0. Let Fx « 7W k be such that 
min (Au,u) Jc. - a , 
uiFx
 K * 
where a =min -i# , % \ . According to Lemma 1 we have 
As F, is compact, we can find d*>0 such that: 
Vd*«(0,3 l> VucFj.: ttT^(u)-uli< ^ , 
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where ql =min 4 ~r V 4/ ^ _ r ^ — T > 251 ^ ' S i n c e Pk i S n o n e x P a n s i v e » w e 96* 
VxeF1 Vcr€ (o ,y> : l l P ^ O O I S BPkuB- !|Td.(u)-ull>^ . 
Thus T / F , i s a homotopy of the set F, onto the set lj* (F , ) i n the space H-L. . 
Hence, T / ( F J a ^ k r f 7 * fu r the r - * n ° l d s 
min (Au,u)5 min (Au,u)- max | (A(T j * (u ) -u ) ,u ) - (AT- (u ) ,T r (u ) -u ) | -* 
u e T ^ ) ufeFj u*fx ° ° 0 
(7) * V P - 2 * i ? * V 2 P > 
and according to the choice of re 
min (Afj,u)7 c. - ™ -» A. ,. 
^ ( F j ) k l k+1 
Theorem 4 implies that ck r is an eigenvalue of the inequality (A,K.O. 
From the same estimate (7) we get 
CK$ ^ m*n (Au,u)^ck - 2f>£ ck - & . 
ueT(f(F1) 
Remark. P a r t i c u l a r l y , if A, K, k satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2 
or 3 and if T is a deformation of the cone K, then c. *- is an eigenvalue of 
(AjK^ ) f o r all sufficiently small positive d* , although the assumptions of 
Theorem 2 or 3 need not be satisfied for A, KJ* , k-
Definition 2. Let <To>0, T:<0,cf > x Kf.S — > S be a deformation of a 
cone K. Moreover, let there exist a nondecreasing function f:<0,d" }—*<0,a.>), 
continuous in zero, F(0)=0 such that 
V c / ^ c ^ s <0, J Q> V u e K A S i 
, (V ( u ) _ Td- c u ) H 4 f ( i c r r « r 2 i ) . 
Then we call T the f-deformation of the cone K. 
If, moreover, T̂ - is continuously invertible f o r every d*e <0,</ >, 
then we call T the invertible f-deformation of the cone K. 
Example 2. Let a«(0,l), kcN, < Q̂ «(0,min «fa,l-a$>. Let Kc W k , 2«0,l» 
be a cone indpendent of the set <a- cf ,a+ <fQ> (see Example 1). Define: 
K= {u5*i<;u(a)^0^ 
Kcr=Cu€K;u(a+<r)^Ot 
(or K< r=^u€K;u(x ) . IT0 V xe<a,a+<f >$) , <f«(0,<To>. 
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Then for any <f sufficiently small there is an invertible f-deformation 
of the cone K onto K^ with f(</XV/rf* (L being a positive constant). 
Re*ark. The mapping T from the example can be defined as follows: 
T , ,>VN u(x)+<y(x)(u(a)-u(a+cD)  
V ( u ; x ; = ftu(x)+t>(x)(u(a)-u(a+rf))|| . 9 
IT'*«0,1» 
u(x)+<*(x)(u(a)~ min u( t ) ) 
, T ^f WVN te<a,a+<f> ^ 
(or T^(u)(x)= k u ( x ) ( x ) ( u ( a ) . m i n ^ u ( t ) ) | j >> 
t€<a,a+rf> W K , z « 0 , i » 
where a 6 w , 2 « 0 , 1 » is any function such that 
< ¥ /
A<a-—f a + — f > 2 ? l , <y / v <OA>-(a- r f ' 0 ,a + c / 0 )sO 
9 ( x ) € < 0 , l > Vx«<0, l> . 
The next example deals with deformations of halfspace in the Hilbert 
space H. 
Example 3. Let L be a positive constant, gcS, <T c(0, y-r-> • --e"t h fc H 
anddhHw L. Define 
K= -CueS;(u,g)S0? 
K<r = -fu€S;(u,g+rfh);>0
,{ for <f€ <0, rfQ> 
Then there exists f-deformation T transforming the cone K onto the cone K^ for 
f(cf)=9Lrf' (rfe<0,rfo>
,>. 
Remark. One of the possibilities of defining Tr- is the following one: 
U l+rf(g,h) 9 
For example for H=W o
, 2«0,l», g^ (x)=sinh|x-(a+t/)|+k1^ e
x+k2^ e"
x (where 
1 2 9/*~ go 
Klif 'K2ri* are uniclue--y determined so that 9*5 W ' «0,l»),h^= q — 
we get the mapping of the cone K= iu& Wo,2«0,l»;u(a)> 0? onto the cone K^ = 
= -eu€wJ,2«0,l»; u(a+<O£0?. 
Theoren 5. Let the assumption of Theorem 1 be satisfied and let f be a 
function from Definition 2. 
Then there exists <f*G.(0,d > such that for every f-deformation of the 
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cone K and for every <f £ (0, 4*^7 , c ^ is an eigenvalue of the inequality 
(A,K^) and 
(8) ckdi c^-^fGf ). 
If T is, moreover, the invertible f-deformation, then 
(9) |ck^-ckl*2^1f(cf). 
Sketch of the proof. Choose a^S (0jt/ ) such that f(c/\) 4 
£ min-f-^y^ r , /A ?• Let FQ be the set given in the assumption of 
Theorem 1. According to Lemma 1 we have 
V u 6 F Q V<f C (0, <*-,>: 11 P-Jj ( u ) | * |lPku| - H ^ (u)-u I £ (/̂  _% • 
- f(<f )£ x U - T T — ~ . Thus T is a continuous homotopy of the set F„ on-
* A l " Ak+1 ° 
to the set If(FQ) in the space H-Lk and, hence, the set TJ*(F ) is compact 
and it is not contractible within H- Lk . 
We have 
min (ATr (U),TJ. (u))S min (Au,u)- max |(AFr (u),T »- (u)-u)+ 
u*Fo u€Fo U€KAS 
+(AT(f (u)-u),u)|^^k+1+t|-2ai max «T^ (u)-u tt £ A k + 1 + | . 
Hence, the assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and c. r is an eigenvalue 
of the inequality (A,K^. ) for <f€ (0, t/J. 
Let 6e(0, T J ^ he arbitrary, F+ « mk such that min (Au,u).?ck- e. 
u^F, 
Lemma 1 implies that 
VuÉ ғ i : | iP k ul l S £|/=5= 




Since £ 6 (0, j-r *>> is arbitrary, (B) holds. 
Let T be, moreover, invertible. Define the homotopy 
547 
f :<0,?> x K ^ n S - > S for every Jf e (0,^^ 
by 
V*)=TyVrlaf)-
We prove easily that T is an f-deformation of the cone K«e onto the cone K* t» 
Let g e (0, |->, F. C ^ u ^ be such that jnin (Au,t.)£ C./*- 6 . In a 
similar way as before we prove that T,-j (F.) 6 Wl. and c > c. ^-s-2A,f(o^). 
Since £«(0, T > is arbitrary, the inequality 
(10) c|<5ckj-2^1f(c?) 
holds. 
From (8) and (10) we get (9). 
3. Stability of eigenvectors. In this section we study the behaviour of 
the set of eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues on deformed cones. The 
results do not depend on the way how the eigenvalues were found and thus more 
general deformations of cones are considered . 
Definition 3. Let K and K be two convex closed cones. The number 
$(K,K)= max -isup inf Hu-uH ; sup inf l.u-u)l$ 
usKnS utKnS IkKnS LKKOS 
will be called the distance between the cones K and K. 
Remark. 
a) $ is a metric in the space of closed convex cones (it is the Haus-
dorff metric of their intersections with unit sphere). 
b) If T is an f-deformation of the cone K , then for every <Tt< <0, if >, 
$(K o,K dJ^f((f) holds. 
Theorem 6. Let K̂ * , <f € 4 0, 6 > be a system of closed convex cones 
such that §(K o,K^ ) —.i-0 for < f — * 0 * - . Let for every cT 6 ( 0 , c r o > , c ^ be 
an eigenvalue of the inequality (A,K^ ) . Oenote by Vj- the set of all eigen-
vectors of the inequality (A,K^ ) corresponding to the eigenvalue c w . Let 
Cr> tend to a positive c for d—•*• 04-. 
Then c is an eigenvalue of the inequality (A,K ), and 
lim sup -fdist(u^ ,V );u_, e V*• \ =0. 
cf-*0+ . d ° * d 
Lemma 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6 be satisfied and let 
^ud*^*k-l be an arDi"trary sequence such that u ^ « V .- , u , —*-• u Qe B,<f. — » 0 + . 
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fo r k —*• co . Then u„ e V„ and u _ — > un. o o cf^ o 
Proof of Lemma 2. (We write in this proof ck,u. ,v. ,K. instead of CJ"» 
u <• ,v c- ,Kr .) Let v be an arbitrary element of K . According to the as~ 
sumptions of theorem 6 we find $v.}. , such that v. £ K. , J|v. II = II v li , 
Iv. -v I is 2 Iv I $ (K ,K. ). Let M be a positive constant such that |c. \<^ 
for every k£N. Since c. — > c , u. € S, ufiB, 
kll» ck(uk,uk)?co(u0,uo). 
It holds 
|(ckuk-Auk,vk-v0)|£2(M+|A|t) lvo|l$(Ko,Kk)->0 for k-»-a? , 
(ckuk-Auk,vo)-^(couo-Auo,vo), 
(Auk,uk)-*(Auo,uo). 
Since c. ,uk are an eigenvalue and a corresponding eigenvector of the inequa-
lity (A,Kk), we get 
° * - i l ( Ck Uk" A uk'V uk ) = k
14'^l:(ckuk-Auk>vo)+(ckuk-Auk>Vvo) -
(13) - (ckuk-Auk,uk)] £ (couo-Auovo)+(Auo,uo)-co(uo,uo)= 
' ( c o r t ' V o ' ' 
For every u. we find *u. € K such that II u. -u. II -i 2 J (K »K. ). ^nen *%T~**u 
and since the cone K is weakly closed we get u t K . 
If we put v =2u in (13), we prove easily that | u H m 1. Hence, we get 
u c V and Lemma 2 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 6. It follows easily from Lemma 2 that VQ4-0. Since any 
sequence -fu l?_i contains a subsequence iu^ } . , so that u . —-- u for 
n " nk " nk 
k — > o o , u 6 B, it follows from Lemma 2 for every {u_«* j^.i 
lim dist (u^ ,V )=0 
n~*oo " n 
and also for arbitrary u -6 V~ , <T > 0 
uni dist (u, ,Vo)=0. 
<f+0+ * ° 
It means 
l i in sup Sdist (u^ ,V o ) ;u_c V - í =0. 
cT^0+ <T o ď ď 
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Rewark. It follows from Lemma 2 that the set V is weakly closed. 
Renark. It can be shown that the following assertions do not hold: 
a) V u o f i V o 3 d > 0 + J u ^ f i V n : u ^ u o 
b) J u o s V o 3 c T o > 0 V<f * ( O . ^ u ^ e V^-:u ~ > uQ for 6 -+ u-k 
The counterexamples can be found in R . 
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